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ABSTRACT: BACKGROUND: The rare congenital heart defect of Ebstein’s anomaly is characterized by downward displacement and elongation of the tricuspid valve with poorly contractile right ventricle, an enlarged right atrium along with tricuspid regurgitation. It is frequently associated with intracardiac shunting, pulmonary hypertension, cardiac dysrhythmias, cyanosis and particularly associated with Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome (up to 20 % of patients). Supra ventricular and ventricular arrythmias are common. Congestive heart failure and sudden collapse are the most common causes of death. The complications following thyroid surgery are rare due to better preoperative preparations and proper surgical techniques, however, complications like hematoma formation and recurrent laryngeal nerve injury are known to cause airway obstruction and can be fatal. Here we report the successful management of a 45 year old euthyroid patient, a known case of Ebstein’s anomaly who underwent Hemithyroidectomy under General anaesthesia (G.A) Perioperative management was uncomplicated with good hemodynamic stability and patient was discharged without any untoward problem.
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INTRODUCTION: Wilhelm Ebstein first described the clinical and anatomical features of an anomaly of the tricuspid valve in 1866,¹ which occurs in 1 percent of congenital heart defects (1 in 110,000 of the general population). It is characterized by dysplastic abnormalities of both basal and free attachments of the tricuspid valve leaflets, with downward displacement and elongation of the septal and anterior cusp,² with resulting tricuspid regurgitation.³ It is frequently associated with intracardiac shunting, pulmonary hypertension, cardiac dysrhythmias, cyanosis⁴ and particularly associated with Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome (up to 20 % of patients).⁵ Congestive heart failure and sudden collapse are the most common causes of death. Here we present a case of Thyroid Nodule left side neck of a female aged 45 years who is euthyroid with known Ebstein’s anomaly, who had undergone Hemithyroidectomy, under general anaesthesia.

CASE REPORT: A 45 year old female weighing 50 kgs presented with thyroid swelling of 1 year duration. The swelling was confined to neck and there was no retrosternal extension. There were no symptoms or signs suggestive of hypo or hyperthyroidism and pressure effects on trachea. She is a known case of Ebstein’s anomaly. She complained of occasional palpitations, and dyspnoea on moderate exertion. She had history of recurrent chest infections. There was no history of cyanotic spells and syncopal attacks. There was no significant family history and she had no addictions. She is on treatment with Tab: Digoxin 0.25 mg per day for 5 days a week since 10 years for her Cardiac ailment.
On examination, she was found to be an average-build lady with regular pulse, she was normotensive with no pedal edema, no lymphadenopathy, jugular venous pressure was not raised there is no pallor or cyanosis. There is swelling in front of neck on left side. Mouth opening was adequate with Mallampatti grade-I. Neck movements are normal. TM joint and thyromental distance are normal. Examination of cardiovascular system revealed the presence of a loud pansystolic murmur, best heard in the tricuspid area. Liver was not palpable and there were no other signs of heart failure at the time of presentation.

Investigations showed haemoglobin of 11.1 gm%, normal blood counts, normal liver/renal functions, normal blood sugar, normal serum Electrolytes and Calcium. Her ABG report was normal. The ECG showed normal sinus rhythm with right axis deviation but no arrhythmias. Chest X-ray showed enlarged right atrium with cardiomegaly, while 2D echocardiogram showed the presence of moderately enlarged right atrium and ventricle, tricuspid regurgitation with downwardly displaced tricuspid valves, confirming diagnosis of Ebstein's anomaly. There was no atrial septal defect or pulmonary hypertension.

There is depressed right ventricular systolic function but the left ventricular function was normal. Thyroid function tests were within normal limits. T3-1.75 ng/ml; T4-11.78 µg/dl; TSH-0.99 µIU/ml. Preoperative indirect laryngoscopy showed normal vocal cord movements. The x-ray of the neck did not reveal any deviation or compression of the trachea. Preoperative fine needle aspiration cytology was suggestive of a benign cystic lesion of thyroid. The patient was referred to the physician for complete evaluation and management.

Written and informed consent was taken prior to surgery, and the risks involved with surgery and anaesthetic management were explained to the patient and attendants. General anesthesia was planned for Hemithyroidectomy. She was pre medicated with diazepam 5 mg on the night before surgery. The prophylaxis against infective endocarditis was adopted as per protocol. In the operating room, Urinary Catheterization was done under strict aseptic conditions. After securing intravenous access with an 18 G cannula, Inj: midazolam 1mg IV and Inj: fentanyl 2 µg/kg IV was administered. Routine monitoring was done with electrocardiogram, non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP), pulse oximetry, EtCO2 and nasopharyngeal temperature probe, BIS monitoring was also instituted. ECG was continuously monitored, defibrillator and all the emergency Drugs kept ready and Central venous catheter was not inserted because of the increased risk of tachyarrhythmias.

Pre oxygenation was done for 5 minutes. Anesthesia was induced with Etomidate 0.3 mg/kg IV given titrated to loss of eyelash reflex along with isoflurane 0.8 % and Oxygen and nitrous oxide 50:50 as there is no PAH. Vecuronium intubation was done with a loading dose of 0.1mg/kg as the airway is normal with Mallampatti Grade –I, ventilated for 3 minutes and after relaxation was achieved the patient was intubated with a 7.0 mm ID cuffed endotracheal tube. After induction of anesthesia, a 20 G arterial cannula was placed in the left radial artery under strict aseptic conditions for IBP Monitoring.

Anesthesia was maintained with Vecuronium incremental doses, oxygen, nitrous oxide and isoflurane 0.8 to 1% on a circle system with controlled ventilation. After 1 hour of surgery Inj: fentanyl 20 µg IV was administered to maintain stable HR. Our patient was hemodynamically stable throughout the operation, with mean arterial pressure between 70 and 90 mmHg and HR between 75 and 90/min. The patient was ventilated using Volume Control Ventilation on anaesthesia work station with the following settings: tidal volume-500 mL; rate-14/min; I:E ratio-1:2; paw limit-35
mmHg; no positive end-expiratory pressure was used. The EtCo2 remained between 28 and 32 mmHg and SpO2 from 99 to 100%, BIS maintained around 40-50.

The total duration of surgery was around 120 minutes (2hr). Upon completion of surgery, superficial cervical plexus block (regional block) with 10 CC of 0.2% Ropivacaine was administered bilaterally for postoperative analgesia as a part of multimodal approach and reversal of neuromuscular blockade was achieved with neostigmine 2.5 mg and glycopyrrolate 0.4 mg. The recovery from anesthesia and extubation were uneventful with complete hemodynamic stability and the Patient was shifted to ICU for observation for 24 hours. A total of 1 L of crystalloid (Ringer’s lactate) was used in the intraoperative period. Restricted fluid strategy was followed in the postoperative period also.

DISCUSSION: Ebstein’s anomaly is a very rare congenital heart disease. There are few cells in Ebstein’s right ventricle than are normally found, which contribute to ventricular dilatation in addition to tricuspid regurgitation. The linkage between thyroid disease and heart disease is established. Undiagnosed, untreated or undertreated hypothyroidism a condition of insufficient thyroid hormone can increase cholesterol levels and increases the risk of heart disease in adults. Hyperthyroidism a condition of an excess of thyroid hormone can also increase the risk of heart attacks, due to increased blood pressure, rapid heartbeat, and in some cases, palpitations and atrial fibrillation. As our patient is in Euthyroid state, anaesthetic management included prioritization in prevention and avoidance of Hemodynamic fluctuations in view of Cardiac ailment.

The American Heart Association has published updated guidelines for the prevention of infective endocarditis. Antibiotic prophylaxis for infective endocarditis was being administered for our patient as per protocol. Patients with Ebstein’s anomaly already have a high propensity for tachy arrhythmias and paradoxical embolism, for which we avoided the insertion of central venous catheter. Basic principles of management of Ebstein’s anomaly cases are; to maintain preload and after load and maintain sinus rhythm. Avoidance of tachycardia as this leads to impaired right ventricular filling.

Atropine and ketamine precipitate tachycardia, therefore are avoided. Some evidence suggests that Etomidate may pro-vide hemodynamic stability in the setting of CHD. So Etomidate was being used as Induction Agent to attain hemodynamic stability. Fentanyl also provides adequate hemodynamic stability. Vecuronium and rocuronium are cardio stable muscle relaxants preferred over pancuronium and atracurium. These patients are prone to cardiac arrhythmias. Hence E.C.G was continuously monitored and a defibrillator was kept ready. Factors which are known to precipitate arrhythmias, e.g. light plane of anesthesia or a fluid or acid base disturbance were avoided. IV Fluids were restricted and given with meticulous titration because of the risk of right ventricular failure.

CONCLUSION: We conclude that the successful outcome of a patient with Ebstein’s anomaly undergoing Hemithyroidectomy under General anaesthesia (G.A) depends on thorough understanding of pathophysiology of the cardiovascular disease, maintaining good hemodynamic stability and avoidance of Perioperative complications.
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Figure 1: Chest X Ray showing Cardiomegaly

Figure 2: ECHO Diagnosis of Ebstein’s Anomaly
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